The IBM SP is one of the most pow erful commercial MPPs, yet, in spite of its fast processors and high netw ork bandwidth, the SP's communication latency is inferior to older mac hines such as the TMC CM-5 or Meik o CS-2. This paper in vestigates the use of Activ e Messages (AM) communication primitiv es as an alternativ e t o t h e standard message passing in order to reduce communication overheads and to o er a good building block for higher layers of softw are.
In troduction
The IBM RISC System/6000 SP has established itself as one of the most pow erful commercial massiv ely parallel processors (MPPs) because of its fast Pow er2 processors, high-bandwidth interconnection net w ork, and scalabilit y.Nev ertheless, the SP's net w ork latency is 2 to 4 times higher than that of older MPPs such as the TMC CM-5 or Meiko CS-2, mainly due to overheads in the communication softw are and in the net w ork interface architecture.
Activ e Messages (AM) provide simple communication primitives that are w ell suited as building bloc ks for higher layers of softw are such as parallel languages and complex message Formerly kno wn as the IBM Scalable POWERParallel systems 9076 SP2, or simply the IBM SP2 y On-line v ersion at http://www.cs.cornell.edu/Info/Pr ojec ts/CAM interfaces. Originally developed for the CM- 5 12] , implementations are also available for the Meiko CS-2 10], HP workstations on FDDI ring 9], Intel Paragon, and the U-Net ATM cluster of Sun Sparcstations 13] . All the implementations are based on the Generic Active Message Speci cation Version 1. 1 3] .
Message passing is the most widely used communication model in parallel computing and is now standardized in the Message Passing Interface (MPI) 5]. It supports blocking and nonblocking sends and receives, collective communication, noncontiguous messages, and contains facilities for dealing with groups of processes and libraries. Since much of MPI's functionality i s m a c hine-independent, a freely available MPICH 7] implementation of MPI was developed to take care of the upper layers of MPI while providing an abstract device interface (ADI) to the machine dependent l a yers.
This paper investigates the use of AM communication primitives as an alternative t o message passing on the SP in order to reduce communication overheads and deliver high bandwidth with small messages. The rst part of this paper (Section 2) describes the IBM SP implementation of AM (SP AM) which i s l a yered directly on top of the SP's network adapter (TB2) and which does not use any IBM software on the Power2 processor. SP AM achieves a one-word message round-trip time of 51 s which i s o n l y 4 s higher than the raw application-to-application round-trip latency, and 40% lower than the 88 s measured using IBM's message passing library (MPL). SP AM bulk transfers achieve an asymptotic network bandwidth of 34.3 MBytes/s which is comparable with the 34.6 MBytes/s measured using IBM MPL. Furthermore, SP AM has a message half-power point ( n1 2 ) of only 260 bytes using asynchronous bulk-transfers.
The second part of the paper demonstrates the power of AM as a communication substrate by porting Split-C, a split-phase shared-memory extension to C, and implementing MPI over SP AM. Split-C benchmarks are used in Section 3 to compare the SP to other MPPs and show t h a t l o w message overhead and high message throughput compensate for the SP's high network latency.
The MPI implementation (Section 4) is built entirely over SP AM and is based on MPICH. The goal is to demonstrate that the communications core of MPI can be implemented over AM in a simple fashion and still provide very high performance. This simplicity eases portability and eases optimizations that might otherwise be unwieldy. The implementation focuses on the basic point-to-point c o m m unication primitives used by MPICH's ADI and relies on the higher-level MPICH routines for collective communication and non-contiguous sends. Extending the implementation to specialize these functions to use AM more directly would be straight-forward. The current M P I o ver SP AM matches MPI-F's performance for very small and very large messages and outperforms MPI-F by 10 to 30% for medium size (8 Kbyte to 20 KByte) messages. The NAS benchmarks (Section 6) achieve the same performance using MPICH over SP AM as using MPI-F.
Active Messages background
AM is a low-latency communication mechanism for multiprocessors that emphasizes the overlap of communication and computation 12]. Messages are in the form of requests and matching replies and contain the address of a handler that is invoked on receipt of the message along with up to four words of arguments. The handler pulls the arguments out of the network, integrates them into the ongoing computation and potentially sends a reply back. Large messages are sent using bulk transfer operations called stores and gets which transfer data between blocks of memory speci ed by the node initiating the transfer.
Message delivery is generally done by explicit network polling in which case each c a l l t o am request checks the network and explicit checks can be added using am poll. Interruptdriven reception is also available but not used in this analysis of SP AM. AM guarantees reliable delivery of messages but does not recover from crash failures, network partitions, and other similar kinds of failures. The interface is summarized in Table 1 This section describes the software interface to the network adapter, the basic mechanisms of sending and receiving a packet, the ow control strategies employed for reliable delivery, and the main performance characteristics of SP AM.
Basic Send and
Receive M e c hanisms SP AM relies on the standard TB2 network adapter rmware but does not use any I B M software on the Power2 processor. The adapter rmware allows one user process per node to access a set of memory-mapped send and receive F I F Os directly. These FIFOs allow user-level communication layers to access the network directly without any operating system intervention: the adapter monitors the send FIFO a n d d e l i v ers messages into the receive FIFO, all using DMA for the actual data transfer ( Figure 1 ). The send FIFO has 128 entries while the receive FIFO has 64 entries per active processing node (determined at runtime). Each e n try consists of 256 bytes and corresponds to a packet. A p a c ket length array i s associated with the send FIFO. Its slots correspond to entries in the send FIFO and indicate the number of bytes to be transferred for each p a c ket. The adapter monitors this length array w h i c h is located in adapter memory and transmits a packet when the corresponding slot in the packet length array becomes non-zero.
A packet is sent b y placing the data into the next entry of the send FIFO along with a header indicating destination node and route. Since the RS/6000 memory bus does not support cache coherency the relevant c a c he lines must be ushed out to main memory explicitly. Finally, the transfer size (1 byte) is stored in the packet length array located in adapter memory on the microchannel bus. In bulk transfers this store across the I/O bus can be optimized by writing the lengths of several packets at a time. To receive a p a c ket, the data in the top entry of the receive F I F O is copied out to the user bu ers. After being ushed out of the data cache in preparation for a FIFO wrap-around, the entry is popped from the adapter's receive F I F O. This is done lazily (after some xed number of messages polled) to reduce the number of microchannel accesses (each access costs around 1 s).
Flow Control
SP AM provides reliable, ordered delivery of messages. The design is optimized for a lossless SP switch behavior given that the switch is highly reliable. Because packets can still be lost due to input bu er over ows, ow control and fast retransmission have p r o ved essential in attaining reliable delivery without harming the performance of the layer.
Sequence numbers are used to keep track o f p a c ket losses and a sliding window is used for ow c o n trol unacknowledged messages are saved by the sender for retransmissions. When a message with the wrong sequence number is received, it is dropped and a negative acknowledgement is returned to the sender forcing a retransmission of the missing as well as subsequent packets. Acknowledgements are piggybacked onto requests and replies whenever possible otherwise explicit acknowledgements are issued when one-quarter of the window remains unacknowledged.
During a bulk transfer, data is divided into chunks of 8064 bytes 1 . P ackets making up a chunk carry the same sequence number, and the window s l i d e s b y t h e n umber of packets in a c hunk address o sets are used to order packets within a chunk and each c hunk requires only one acknowledgment. Figure 2 illustrates the ow-control protocol. The transmission of chunks is pipelined such t h a t c hunk N is sent after an ack for chunk N-2 has been received (but typically before an ack for chunk N-1 arrives). The overhead for sending a chunk (175 s) is higher than one round-trip which ensures that the pipeline remains lled. Note that with this chunk protocol, there is virtually no distinction between blocking and non-blocking stores for very large transfer sizes. Given the ow control scheme, the window size must be at least twice as large as a chunk (72 packets). To accommodate start-up request messages, the window size is chosen to be 75 packets for requests and 76 for replies.
A keep-alive protocol is triggered when messages remain unacknowledged for a long period of time 2 . This protocol forces negative a c knowledgements to be issued to the protocol initiator, causing the retransmission of any lost messages.
Round-trip Latency
A simple ping-pong benchmark using am request 1 and am reply 1 shows a one-word roundtrip latency of 51.0 s on thin nodes. This value increases by about 0.25 s p e r w ord when two, three, or four 32-bit words are transferred. This round trip latency compares well with a raw message (no data or sequence number) ping-pong latency of 46.6-47.0 s. The additional overhead of 4 s is due to the cost of the cache ushes and the ow c o n trol bookkeeping. The same ping-pong test using MPL's mpc send and mpc recv yields a round-trip latency of 88 s.
Bandwidth
Several tests are used to measure the asymptotic network bandwidth (r 1 ) and the data size at which the transfer rate is half the asymptotic rate (n1 2 ). r 1 indicates how fast the network adapter moves data from the virtual bu ers to the network while n1 2 characterizes the performance of bulk transfers for small messages.
The bandwidth benchmarks involve t wo processing nodes and measure the one-way bandwidth for data sizes varying from 16 bytes to 1 Mbyte 3 . They were run using SP AM bulk transfer primitives as well as IBM MPL send and receive primitives for comparison. The blocking transfer bandwidth test measures synchronous transfer requests by issuing blocking requests (am store and am get) and waiting for their completion. For MPL an mpc bsend is followed by 0-byte mpc brecv. T h e pipelined a s y n c h r onous transfer bandwidth uses a number of small requests to transfer a large block. This benchmark sends N bytes of data using d N n e transfers of n bytes, where N is 1 MByte and n varies from 64 bytes to 1 MByte, using am store async and mpc send respectively. The bandwidth of SP AM's synchronous stores and gets also converges to 34.3 MBytes/s b u t a t a s l o wer rate due to the round-trip latency as the sender blocks after every transfer waiting for an acknowledgement. Also, for smaller transfer sizes, the performance for gets is slightly lower than for stores because of the overhead of the get request. Consequently, the bandwidth curve for synchronous gets shows an n1 2 of 3000 bytes compared to the 2800 bytes for stores. The e ect of this overhead on the bandwidth vanishes as the transfer size increases, explaining the overlapping of both curves for sizes larger than 4 KBytes. Despite a higher r 1 of 34.6 MBytes/s, synchronous transfers using MPL's sends and receives have an n1 2 greater than 3500 bytes. Figure 3 clearly shows that SP AM's asynchronous transfers are no better than their blocking counterparts for message sizes larger than one chunk (8064 bytes), which i s w h e n the ow control kicks in. Table 2 summarizes the time needed to complete a successful request or reply call. The difference between these two operations is that am request N() calls am poll() after the message is sent w h i l e am reply N() does not. The time needed to complete am poll() varies with the number and kind of messages received. The overhead of polling an empty n e t work is 1.3 s. The additional overhead per one received message is about 1.8 s. 3 Split-C Application Benchmarks
Overheads
Split-C 4] is a simple parallel extension to C for programming distributed memory machines using a global address space abstraction. It is implemented on top of Generic Active Messages and is used here to demonstrate the impact of SP AM on applications written in a parallel language. Split-C has been implemented on the CM-5, Intel Paragon, Meiko CS-2, Cray T3D, a network of Sun Sparcs over U-Net/ATM, as well as on the IBM SP using both SP AM and MPL. A small set of application benchmarks is used here to compare the two S P versions of Split-C with each other and to the CM-5, Meiko CS-2, and U-Net cluster versions. Table 4 compares the machines with respect to one another: the CM-5's processors are slower than the Meiko's and the U-Net cluster's, but its network has lower overheads and latencies. The CS-2 and the U-Net cluster have v ery similar characteristics. The SP has the fastest CPU, a network bandwidth comparable to the CS-2, but a relatively high network latency. The Split-C benchmark set used here consists of three programs: a blocked matrix multiply, a sample sort optimized for small messages, the same sort optimized to use bulk transfers, and two radix sorts optimized for small and large transfers. All the benchmarks have b e e n instrumented to account for the time spent in local computation phases and in communication phases separately such that the time spent i n e a c h can be related to the processor and network performance of the machines. The absolute execution times for runs on eight processor are shown in Table 5 . Execution times normalized to the SP AM are shown in Figure 4 . Detailed explanation of the benchmarks can be found in 2]. Figure 4 : Split-C benchmark results normalized to SP.
The two matrix multiply runs use matrices of 4 by 4 b l o c ks with 128 by 128 double oats per block, respectively 16 by 16 blocks with 16 by 16 double oats each. For large blocks, the performance of Split-C over SP AM and MPL is the same which can be explained by t h e comparable bandwidth in large block transfers. The oating-point performance of Power2 give the SP an additional edge over the CM-5, CS-2, and the U-Net/ATM cluster. For smaller blocks, however, the performance over MPL degrades signi cantly with respect to SP AM because of higher message overheads. Notice that the results over SP AM exhibit a smaller network time compared to all other machines. As long as the transfer sizes remain below 8 0 6 4 b ytes, ow c o n trol is not activated and thus overhead matters more than latency.
For radix and sample sorts, Figure 4 shows that the SP spends less time in local computation phases because of the faster CPU. SP AM spends about the same amount of time, if not less, in the communication phases as the CM-5 and CS-2. Although SP's round-trip latency is relatively higher, SP AM combines low message overhead with high network bandwidth to achieve a higher message throughput. Again, the performance over MPL for small messages su ers from the high message overhead. For large messages (albeit not large enough to activate ow control), both the SP AM and MPL outperform the other machines in both computation and communication phases.
The Split-C benchmark results show t h a t SP AM's low message overhead and high throughput compensates for SP's high network latency. The software overhead in MPL degrades the communication performance of ne-grain applications, allowing machines with slower processors (CM-5) or even higher network latencies (U-Net/ATM cluster) to outperform the SP.
MPI Implementation over Active Messages
Implementations of MPI currently fall into two broad categories: those implemented \from scratch" and tuned to the platform, and those built using the portable public-domain MPICH package. MPICH contains a vast set of machine independent functions as well as a machine speci c \abstract device interface" (ADI). The main design goal of MPICH was portability while performance considerations took a second rank. For this reason MPI implementations built \from scratch" are expected to outperform MPICH based ones.
A close look at MPICH's ADI, however, reveals that the basic communication primitives can be implemented rather e ciently using AM and that, with a few optimizations to the ADI and the higher layers of MPICH, the package should yield excellent performance. This section describes such an implementation and presents a number of micro-benchmarks which demonstrate that MPICH layered over AM (MPI-AM) indeed achieves point-to-point performance competitive with or better than IBM's \from scratch" MPI-F implementation.
Basic Implementation
The major di culty i n l a yering MPI's basic send (MPI Send or MPI Isend) o ver AM lies in resolving the naming of the receive bu er: am store requires that the sender specify the address of the receive bu er while message passing in general lets the receiver supply that address. This discrepancy can be resolved either by using a bu ered protocol, where the message is stored into some temporary bu er at the receiver and then copied, or by using a rendez-vous protocol, where the receiver sends the receive bu er address to the sender which then stores directly from the send bu er into the receive bu er (Figure 6 ).
For small messages, the bu ered protocol is most appropriate because the extra copy cost is insigni cant. Each receiver holds one bu er (currently 16 Kbytes) for every other process in the system. To send a message, the sender allocates space within its bu er at the receiver (this allocation is done entirely at the sender side and involves no communication) and performs an am store into that bu er. After the receiver has copied the message into the user's receive bu er, it sends a reply to free up the temporary bu er space.
The bu ered protocol's requirements are well matched to am store: the store transfers the data and invokes a handler at the receiving end which can update the MPICH data structures and send a small reply message back u s i n g am reply. If the store handler nds that the receive has been posted it can copy the message and use the reply message to free the bu er space. If a matching receive has not been posted, the message's arrival is simply recorded in an \unexpected messages" list and an empty reply is sent back (it is actually used for ow-control by the underlying AM implementation). The bu er space is only freed when a matching receive i s e v entually posted.
For large messages the copy o verhead and the size of the preallocated bu er become prohibitive and a rendez-vous protocol is more e cient. The sender rst issues a \request for address" message to the receiver. When the application posts a matching receive, a reply containing the receive bu er address is sent b a c k. The sender can then use a store to transfer the message. This protocol may lead to deadlock when using MPI Send and MPI Recv because the sender blocks while waiting for the receive bu er address. This is inherent in the message passing primitives and MPI o ers nonblocking alternatives (MPI Isend and MPI Irecv).
In the implementation of the rendez-vous protocol MPI Send or MPI Isend causes a request to be sent to the receiving node. If a matching receive ( MPI Recv or MPI Irecv) has been posted, the handler replies with the receive bu er address otherwise the request is placed in the \unexpected messages" list and the receive bu er address is sent w h e n the receive i s e v entually posted (see Figure 5) . At t h e sender side, the handler for the \receive bu er address" message is not allowed to do the actual data transfer due to the restrictions placed on handlers by AM. Instead, it places the information in a list, and the store is performed by the blocked MPI Send or, for nonblocking MPI Isends b y a n y M P I communication function that explicitly polls the network.
MPI speci es that messages be delivered in order, and the current implementation assumes that messages from one processor to another are delivered in order. Although this is not guaranteed by the Generic Active Messages standard, SP AM does provide ordered delivery. On AM platforms without ordered delivery, a sequence number would have t o b e added to each store and request message to ensure ordering.
The current MPI-AM uses the polling version of SP AM. To ensure timely dispatch of handlers for incoming messages am poll is called explicitly in all MPI communication functions which w ould not otherwise service the network. For applications which h a ve long gaps between calls to MPI functions, a timer may be used to periodically poll for messages, although this has not been tested yet.
Optimizations
Pro ling of the basic bu ered and rendez-vous protocols uncovered ine ciencies that lead to a n umber of simple optimizations. The rst-t allocation of receive bu ers in the bu ered protocol turned out to be a major cost in sending small messages. The optimized implementation uses a binned allocator for small messages (currently 8 1K bins) and reverts to the rst-t algorithm only for \intermediate" messages. Using a message for freeing the small bu ers was another source of overhead and combining several \free bu er" replies into a single message speeds up the execution of the receiver's store handler. These two optimizations, along with some slight code reorganization to cut down on function calls improved the small message latency to within a microsecond of MPI-F. Using two distinct strategies for small and large messages means that the implementation has to switch from one to the other at some intermediate message length. This often causes discontinuities in the performance as is the case in MPI-F where the bandwidth achieved using messages of 5 Kbytes is actually lower than with 4 Kbyte messages because of the rendez-vous latency introduced for the larger messages. The optimized MPI-AM augments the rendez-vous protocol by sending out a small pre x (4 Kbytes) of the message into a temporary bu er at the receiver while waiting for the rendez-vous reply. T h i s h ybrid bu ered/rendez-vous protocol keeps the pipeline full while avoiding excessive bu er space requirements. (If no bu er space can be allocated the hybrid protocol simply reverts to a regular rendez-vous protocol.) By using the hybrid protocol for all messages longer than 8 Kbytes a performance discontinuity i s a voided, and the hybrid protocol can reach a higher bandwidth than either the bu ered or rendevous protocols could alone (Figure 7 ). The per hop latency is shown for thin nodes in Figure 8 and for wide nodes in Figure 10 . On the thin nodes MPI over AM achieves a lower small-message latency than MPI-F while on wide nodes MPI-F is faster for messages of less than 100 bytes but slower for larger messages. The communication bandwidths using thin and wide nodes are shown in Figures 9  and 11 , respectively. Evidently MPI-F was optimized for the wide nodes while MPI-AM was developed on thin ones. 4 The unoptimized version of MPI-AM shows no performance hit when switching from a bu ered protocol to a rendez-vous protocol because the switch occurs at 16K byte messages where the copy o verhead of the bu ered protocol is already signi cant. The optimized version switches over at 8K, but shows no performance hit because of the hybrid bu ered/rendez-vous protocol. Table 6 . The running times of MPI-AM are close to those achieved by the native MPI-F implementation. The di erences shown are due in part to the use of MPICH's generic collective communication routines which are not tuned for the SP. In particular, the all-to-all communication function used by the FT benchmark (MPI Alltoall) caused unnecessary bottlenecks because all processors try to send to the same processor at the same time, rather than spreading out the communication pattern. Streamlining nonblocking communication routines and Communication on the IBM SP has su ered from the high network latency exacerbated by the software overhead incurred by message passing layers such a s M P L . S P A M i s a v ery e cient implementation that reduces communication overhead, delivers high small message throughput, and achieves high bandwidth for bulk data transfers. Split-C benchmarks show that low message overhead and high throughput alleviate the high network latency caused by limitations of the SP network interface architecture. The Split-C and MPI over SP AM results demonstrate that AM is a good substrate for building parallel programming models such as Split-C and MPI without compromising performance. The AM version of Split-C outperforms the MPL version and the MPI NAS benchmarks show that the performance of MPI-AM is comparable to that of MPI-F.
